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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update members of the Motherwell and District Local Area 
Partnership regarding the current joint work which is taking place between the Anti Social 
Task Force, Strathclyde Police, Strathclyde Fire & Rescue in the Motherwell and District 
area. The report also provides the partnership with statistical information in respect of the 
three partners. 

Statistical information appropriate to the activities of each organisation is appended at the 
end of the report. 

PROTOCOL Between ASTFlPolice and NORTH LANARKSHIRE CCTV Ltd. 

The ASTF have established a protocol with North Lanarkshire CCTV to allow the Task Force 
to task CCTV operators to give supervision to problem locations with a view to recording the 
behaviour and the identification of persons responsible. Footage can also assist in 
identifying the extent and nature of some problems. 

On a weekly basis the ASTF will submit an Intelligence Report regarding any problem areas 
requesting supervision between relevant times / dates and Loci. The CCTV centre will notify 
the ASTF of any footage recorded and viewing will be arranged in conjunction with 
Community Police officers for the purpose of identification. Appropriate actions / responses 
will be dependant on information available. 

Task Force investigators have a direct link with the CCTV centre to facilitate footage of 
ongoing incidents or as a health and safety measure whilst conducting enquiries in certain 
areas. Legal Services were involved in drawing up the protocol and in particular with 
regard to the storage and use of evidence. 

Current Activityllssues 

WARD 16 - MOTHERWELL WEST 

From a Police perspective during the period of October / November there were a total of 943 
raised incidents for the ward. 

Forgewood 

A tenancy warning has been issued against the mother of a 17 year old youth who was 
involved in disorder outside the Curry Express, Kylemore Crescent, Forgewood. The family 
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in question reside at Dinmont Crescent, Forgewood. He initially agreed to an Acceptable 
Behaviour Agreement in March 2008, but the disorderly behaviour has continued and a case 
is now being prepared for Legal. 

An Unacceptable Behaviour Notice was served on a 15 year old from Kylemore Crescent, 
Forgewood, by the ASTF and Strathclyde Police in October 2008. The youth was involved in 
verbal abuse, vandalism, street drinking, offensive weapons and crimes of violence. He is 
being referred to the Motherwell Youth Offender Forum. 

Six proactive referrals from Strathclyde Police are being investigated for the Forgewood 
area. Four of these referrals have since moved address and enquiries are ongoing to trace 
their whereabouts. Another is in prison at this time and not being released till December 
2008 when enquiries will continue regarding his behaviour. The final disclosure is with 
regards to a 15 year old youth who is being discussed at the Motherwell Youth Offenders 
Forum. 

The block at 11 3-1 23 Dalriada Crescent, Forgewood, which was subject to fire damage, has 
been visited by ASTF Investigators and enquiries have been made with private sector 
landlords. One of the landlords is becoming involved in setting up a second tenants group in 
the Forgewood area and has been informed to contact the ASTF if any problems arise. This 
block has been power washed and a meeting has been arranged with regeneration 
managers to discuss the future factoring of this block. 

The ASTF have been on contact with the secretary of the Woodvile Rise Tenants Group and 
have advised he should direct any complaints from the tenants he represents to the ASTF to 
allow appropriate investigations of complaints. 

Three youth offenders are being discussed by Motherwell Youth Offender Forum from the 
Forgewood area. Offending has continued and will be the topic of discussion at the next 
Forum meeting on the 3rd December 2008. 

Forgewood 

Crimes reported 145 
Crimes detected 95 (65.5%) 

Drinking in public, vandalism and disorder offences were a large percentage of the crimes 
reported for this area. 

A number of persons have been reported for drinking in public and breach of the peace. 

2.1.10 Over the 6 week period, 9 persons were reported for various offences outside the 
commercial premises in Kylemore Crescent. 

2.2 
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WARD 16 - MOTHERWELL WEST 

North Motherwell 

A proactive disclosure has been received from Strathclyde Police with regards to a 26 year 
has old male who has been involved in disorder within the Motherwell area. The male 

moved address and at present enquiries are ongoing to trace the individual. 

Four prominent youth offenders from North Motherwell are being discussed by community 
safety partners at the Motherwell Youth Offender Forum. Interventions have reduced the 
offending of three of the youths whilst secure accommodation is being considered for the 
fourth. 
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Crimes reported 174 
Crimes detected 83 (48%) 

Youths causing trouble is the main cause of concern for the residents in the North 
Motherwell area. The main areas of concern are still Watling Street, Cornelia Street and 
surrounding streets. 

Acts of vandalism and disorder are prominent in the crimes reported to the police. The area 
continues to be the focus of police attention, particularly on FridayKaturday evenings with 
additional police patrols in the area. 

As a result of community intelligence a warrant was craved and a dwelling house on Bruce 
Avenue, Motherwell, searched under the Misuse of Drugs Act. Cannabis cultivation was 
found to be in operation and a total of 549 cannabis plants with a street value of €165,000 
recovered. A 30 year old male was reported. 

Strathclyde Country Park 

Crimes reported 55 
Crimes detected 44 (80%) 

2.2.10 We continue to police the park with regards to drugs misuse and promiscuous sexual 
activity. Officers patrol the park, usually on cycle patrol, and continue to monitor the known 
areas of activity and regularly liaise with the park rangers to gather intelligence. 

Although there tends not to be many reported incidents, during this period the park hosted 
the annual NLC fireworks display, an event which regularly attracts several thousand 
visitors. As a result crimes and reported incidents are slightly higher due to acts of disorder 
and fireworks offences associated with this event 

WARD 17 - MOTHERWELL NORTH 

During the period of October / November there were a total of 1303 raised incidents for the 
ward. 

Jerviston 

As a result of CCTV footage viewed by ASTF/Police on 22nd September 2008, seventeen 
warnings were issued against youths involved in anti social behaviour on Linksview Road, 
Jerviston, and the multi surface play area located on Byresknowe Lane. Behaviour included 
street drinking, urinating, congregating in residents gardens, misusing the multi surface area 
and setting fires to wheelie bins. 

There have been problems at the multi surface play area where wheelie bins have been set 
ablaze by present unknown youths. In October and November 2008, fire service personnel 
were harassed and attacked by youths whilst extinguishing wheelie bins on fire (see below). 
On the week commencing the 3" November 2008, the ASTF did drive by's to the area of 
concern. At 2015 hours ASTF witnessed several, approx 8, hooded youths setting fire to a 
wheelie bin. Strathclyde Police and the C C N  Centre were contacted and the footage was 
recovered. When viewed it was noted that the lighting in the vicinity off the play area and the 
adjacent Byresknowe Lane, was insufficient to facilitate the maximum usage of CCTV 
cameras. This problem is being addressed by the Regeneration Manager and improved 
lighting will provide an enhanced safety feature for pedestrians using the lane during periods 
of darkness. However, two youths may be identified due to the light from the ongoing fire. 
The community Police Officer who may be able to identify them is on annual leave until 2!jth 
November 2008. The footage is with the Police for viewing and possible identification. 
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On the 14'h November 2008, a complaint was received from a tenant in Linksview Road, 
Jerviston, with regards to youths congregating and drinking in their garden area. A request 
was forwarded to the CCTV Centre to carry out surveillance on this area. On the 20th 
November 2008, ASTF were updated that no problems were identified during specific hours. 
They will continue to monitor this complaint over the next period. 

As mentioned above Strathclyde Fire & Rescue have been subjected to a series of attacks 
in the Jerviston area. On October 14th at 20.45hrs bricks were thrown at Fire fighters by 
youths in the play park area of Linksview Road Motherwell. This was an operational incident 
and no injuries or damage to appliance/equipment occurred. On October 2gth at 20.00hrs an 
appliance from Motherwell Fire Station was struck by a glass bottle whilst leaving an incident 
in Linksview Road near the A723.The bottle struck the side window of the crews cab. Two 
fire fighters were immediately taken to hospital to check for glass fragments to the eyes and 
after precautionary checking and cleaning were released from hospital the same evening. 

On November 2nd at 19.30hrs metal bars were thrown at fire fighters. The metal bars hit the 
appliance causing damage. This was an operational incident in the park adjacent to the 
A723. On November 4'h at 2l.lOhrs missiles were thrown at fire fighters at a moving fire 
appliance in Airbles Road Motherwell. There were no injuries or damage. 

Group Commander Craig Shaw from SFR recently met with Deputy Commander Greig 
Robertson of Strathclyde Police to discuss the recent events and the joint action to be taken 
to reduce these incidences. At present a coded message sent by a fire appliance to our 
operational support centre in Johnstone, on occasion of attack, is passed to the police 
intended to receive a priority response. 

In regard to the Linksview Road incident, CCTV images were examined in order to uncover 
supporting details in relation to the incident. This may result in further developments 
although the images revealed that the area should be considered for enhanced lighting and 
a proposal to provide this will be tabled to the relevant authority. 

Crimes reported 30 
Crimes detected 16 (53%) 

2.3.10 Disorder and vandalisms are the most common crimes that have been in reported in 
Jerviston over the period. There were no crimes of any note in the area with only 3 reported 
incidents from Linksview Road over the six week period, none of which related to drinking in 
public or disorder complaints. 
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WARD 17 - MOTHERWELL NORTH 

Newarthill & Carfin 

A letter was received from an elected ember with regards to a spate of window smashing 
incidents in the Newarthill area, which have occurred over a period of time. The list of 
affected people/premises has all been visited and no recent problems were reported at St 
Theresa Church and Church of Scotland. Of the persons visited, no one could name a 
person responsible or provide a reason why his happened. It should be noted that a 
prominent offender in this area has been recently reported for smashing windows within 
Newarthill Police Office. The ASTF have received a proactive referral in regards to this 
individual and enquiries are ongoing. 

Local elected member received complaints from residents regarding the behaviour of youths 
on the play area at lnchgower Place, Carfin and the substation on Glenord Road, Carfin. The 
ASTF has done drive bys between the week the 3rd - 7th November 2008 between the hours 
of 1900 - 2100 hours. The areas were quiet apart from the 3rd November 2008 when ASTF 



witnessed approx 8-10 teenage youths in the swing park area. On sighting ASTF youths 
moved from the area, but returned shortly afterwards. The Police from Bellshill were called to 
attend, on police arrival the youths had made off. No other problems were detected during 
this week. No problems were observed at the substation on Glen Ord road, Carfin. The 
community Police Officer at Bellshill will give the play at lnchgower Place extra supervision 
and if youths are misusing the area or causing annoyance he will notify the ASTF who will 
carry out follow up visits to address residents concerns. The substation on Glen Ord Road 
has since been fitted with anti-climb equipment by Scottish Power and consideration is being 
given to the erection of a fence to prevent access to the rear of the building. 

2.4.4 Crimes reported 119 
Crimes detected 50 (42%) 

2.4.5 Complaints of traillquad bikes had been high over the 2 month period. Information was 
gathered and enquiries carried out by the Police and succeeded with 2 persons being 
reported for various offences with 2 trail bikes being seized. Since then the area has seen 
only 1 incident in relation to Quad bikes. 

2.4.6 Martin Place, Ledi Path and Law Drive continue to be the focus of the Public Reassurance 
initiative. Feedback from residents has been positive but a great deal of work to target youth 
disorder still requires to be done. 

2.5 WARD 17 - MOTHERWELL NORTH 

2.5.1 New Stevenston 

2.5.2 The complaints regarding the behaviour of children and youths at Phoenix Place, New 
Stevenston have at present subsided, although, a complaint has been made about a new 
tenant in regard to loud music and persons frequenting the tenancy. Advice has been given 
to the complainer and behaviour will be monitored. 

2.5.3 Crimes reported 128 
Crimes detected 53 (41%) 

2.5.4 Local action plans, particularly at weekends, continue to have additional policing patrols 
being carried out in Carfin Street and New Stevenston Cross. 

2.6 WARD 18 - MOTHERWELL SOUTH EAST AND RAVENSCRAIG 

During the period of October / November there were a total of 1698 reported incidents for the 
ward. 

2.6.1 Muirhouse 

2.6.2 An ASBO has been granted against a 21 year old male from Muirhouse which excludes him 
from defined areas around Muirhouse Tower and the shops on Muirhouse Road, Motherwell. 
He was part of a group who were causing Disorder problems at the licensed grocers and the 
bookmakers in Muirhouse Road. The shopkeepers were visited on Thursday 20/11/08 and to 
date they report the situation has so far resolved. The areas of exclusion were agreed to by 
the Police. 

2.6.3 One of the two tenancies in Grange Tower, Motherwell, where disorder has been reported, 
was terminated in October 2008 after Legal papers were served by ASTF on the tenant. The 
other tenancy is at Notice of Proceedings stage and the case has been submitted to Legal 
Services, who are awaiting the outcome of criminal proceedings. 



2.6.4 The behaviour of an eight year old child has been discussed at the Motherwell Youth 
Offender Forum and community safety partners are discussing appropriate interventions to 
challenge and reduce behaviour. 

2.6.5 Crimes reported 80 
Crimes detected 41 (51%) 

2.6.6 Youth disorder and street drinking account for the majority of calls in the area with the off 
sales and book makers in Muirhouse Road are the focal points for youths gathering. 

2.7 WARD 18 - MOTHERWELL SOUTH EAST AND RAVENSCRAIG 

2.7.1 CraigneukNishawhill 

2.7.2 A full ASBO has now been granted against an individual in Flaxmill Avenue, Craigneuk, who 
was part of the 'Evil Young Neuk'. 

2.7.3 Referrals have been received from Strathclyde Police and Craigneuk Housing Office, in 
regards to a family who are resident in Glencairn Avenue, Craigneuk. The family are said to 
be intimidating other residents, involved in disorder and crimes of dishonesty. One of the 
members will be subject to an Anti Social Behaviour Order Interview, and other family 
members will be interviewed and behaviour monitored accordingly. 

2.7.4 In response to the behaviour of youths in the Wishawhill area at the last meeting, a joint 
initiative took place between Craigneuk Housing Office and an Investigator from the ASTF. 
They visited 12 separate household where parents and youths were cautioned about their 
behaviour. Six Unacceptable Behaviour Notices were served on youths by Strathclyde 
Police and an Investigator. Parents were made aware that actions could be taken against 
their tenancies should these problems continue. 

2.7.5 Crimes reported 182 
Crimes detected 122 (67%) 

2.7.6 Youth disorder and vandalisms are still the main cause of concern for the area. Additional 
patrols have been put in place to target the areas concerned. There have been no further 
reports of gang fights between Muirhouse and Craigneuk youths. 

2.7.7 The Public Reassurance initiative is ongoing in the area with a positive feedback from those 
spoken to as part of the ongoing process. . Youth disorder is still top of the agenda, although 
feedback has been positive with residents also highlighting street lighting faults and 
concerns over certain families on the estate. Theses concerns have been forwarded to our 
partner agencies. 

2.8 WARD 18 - MOTHERWELL SOUTH EAST AND RAVENSCRAIG 

2.8.1 Motherwell Town Centre. 

2.8.2 Two youths from Airbles Tower, Motherwell, continue to be discussed at the Youth Offender 
Forum. There have been no recent offences reported involving these youths. They will 
continue to be discussed at the Forum and behaviour monitored. 

2.8.3 Six proactive referrals have been received by Strathclyde Police regarding persistent street 
drinkers who frequent Motherwell Town Centre. Enquiries are ongoing with these. 

2.8.2 Crimes reported 76 
Crimes detected 68 (89%) 



2.8.3 The town centre area continues to be one of the main focal points for policing resources in 
the Motherwell area. Daytime police activity is concentrated around the town centre in 
respect of shoplifting with night activity focussed on ASB surrounding licensed premises and 
night clubs. 

2.8.4 The high activity in reported crimes is by and large a combination of the above with a high 
detection rate as a result of good working relationships with shops and licensed premises 
and police attention in the area. 

2.8.5 The Mega Bar attracted 5 disturbance calls over the 6 week period where 4 crime reports 
were raised. 

2.9 WARD 18 - MOTHERWELL SOUTH EAST AND RAVENSCRAIG 

2.9.1 Knowetop 

2.9.2 Crimes reported 32 
Crimes detected 16 (50%) 

2.9.3 Traffic and parking issues surrounding Motherwell College has resulted in a number of 
complaints to the police. Additional patrols a seen a number of drivers reported for various 
RT Offences. 

2.9.4 Community police officers have utilised the Falcon gun to influence driver behaviour in 
relation to speeding and seatbelt offences. 

2.9.5 Overall there have not been many reported incidents of disorder with a small number being 
reported for drinking in public. 

3. Recommendation 

It is recommended that members of the Local Area Partnership: 

(i) Note the contents of this report. 

North Lanarkshire Council - Housing & Social Work Services 
Strathclyde Police 
Strathclyde Fire & Rescue 
30 September 2008 



Ward 16: Motherwell West: (NE Beat 53/54/55) 

Community Police Officerls 
Name/ Shoulder No: 
PC Craig Rowan N702 (Strathclyde Park & Ladywell) 
PC Rob Brown N773 (Forgewood) 
PC Kenny Smith N708 (North Motherwell) 
PC Barbara Forsyth N343 (North Motherwell) 
PC Stuart Chalmers N871 (Forgewood) 
PC Steve Harfield N650 (North Motherwell) 
PC Jim Mutter N384 (North Motherwell) 

Incidents of note/ Noteworthy Arrests: 

Beat 53: 

A number of persons have been reported for various acts of disorder in and around 
the commercial premises on Kylemore Crescent, with two of the incidents being 
Racial Bops. 

A 15 yr old male reported for Racially abusing a 61 year old Asian male. 

Two males aged 21 and 27 and a 42 year old female arrested for Murder of a 27 yr 
old male who was found dead on Nethan Street, Motherwell. 

21yr old male reported for Rape of 32 yr old female. 

Beat 54: 

High viz patrols continue in the area to provide public reassurance and continue visits 
to licensed premises and stop searches. 

A 38 yr old male and 32 yr old female reported for possession of controlled drugs 
with intent to supply (Heroin) on Forum Place, Motherwell. 

Beat 55: 

A total of 17 crime reports were raised on 5/11/08 as a result of the fireworks display 
being held within the park with 15 persons being reported for numerous crimes and 
offences including Bop, Street Drinking and firework related offences. 

Ward 17: Motherwell North: (Beat NE 52 &ND 79/81 .) 

Community Police Officerls 
Name/ Shoulder No: 
PC Joe Todd (Jerviston ) 52 
PC Ross Edgar (Newarthill) 79/81 

Incidents of note/ Noteworthy Arrests 

Beat 52: 
A 14 year old male reported for Theft By HB from premises on Draffen Street, 
M ot he rwel I .  
Three males aged 20,20, and 22 reported for Robbery, assaulted a 40 yr old Taxi 



driver on Merry Street, Motherwell and robbed him of f32. 

Beat 79: 
A 14yr old male was reported for several HB”s to garden sheds. 
A 37 yr old female was arrested on Motherwell Rd, Carfin for possession with intent 
to supply a controlled drug (Heroin). 

A 15 yr old male was reported for possession of a lock knife on Benford 
Ave,Newarthill. 

Ward 18: Motherwell South East & Ravenscraig. (Beat 51/56/57/58/59) 

Community Police Officerls 

Name/ Shoulder No: 
PC Alastair Gillies N298 (Motherwell Town Centre) 
PC Sean Jackson N732 (North Lodge/Knowetop) 
PC Frank Keegan N659 (North Lodge/Knowetop 
PC Alan Kerr N654 (Craigneuk) 
PC William Ballantyne N712 (Craigneuk) 
PC Stephen Shepka N590 (Craigneuk) 
PC Robert Chalmers N701 (Muirhouse) 

Incidents of note/ Noteworthy Arrests 

Beat 51 : 

32 yr old male reported for possession of a knife within Motherwell Town Centre. 

Two males both aged 20 yrs reported for Robbery within the Town centre whereby 
f 5  was stolen from 2 x 14yr old males. 

Beat 56: 
Nothing of note. 

Beat 57 : 
A 12 yr old male was reported for making hoax calls to the emergency services (Fire 
service). 

Beat 58: 

A male aged 50 yrs reported for serious assault at Muirhouse Tower, Motherwell 
whereby two males aged 24 and 25 yrs were stabbed. 

Beat 59 : 

Two males aged 20 and 22 yrs reported for Robbery whereby a 72 yr old Asian male 
shopkeeper was robbed of alcohol to value of f25. 



Strathclyde Police - Ongoing Initiatives and Projects 

Public Reassurance 

In June 2008, in preparation for the commencement of the new Communities Policing Units, 
community police officers from Motherwell have been engaging with members of the public who 
reside in areas identified as having various issues in its community. 

Residents from 50 different households, were interviewed (Signal Interviews) to obtain their views 
as to what they think about the area they live in, the issues that they are concerned about and how, 
in their view, matters could be improved. 

It will come as no surprise that youth disorder was prominent in most responses and that the area 
would benefit with more high visibility policing in the area. 

We put in place Action Plans, focusing on the areas identified by the residents with increased police 
patrols in an effort to reduce crime, reduce the fear of crime and detect offences. 

After a 4 week period, 27 residents (volunteers from first set of interviews) will be re-interviewed to 
obtain their assessment regarding issues on their estate. 

The exercise proved useful with several learning outcomes gained. Due to resourcing levels it is not 
possible to replicate this in all 3 wards but this will be the way forward for the new communities 
policing teams when they are up to full strength. 

As previously mentioned, youth disorder was high on the agenda and this may well be due to the 
interviews being conducted by police officers with residents focusing on policing matters. The issues 
of youth disorder and any other type of complaint will provide an opportunity for all partner agencies 
to become involved in the problem solving process. These interviews also present the opportunity 
for residents to highlight many other aspects of living in the area that as a partnership we can strive 
to improve. 

The signal interviews will be an ongoing process the results of which can then be discussed by a 
small problem solving group with agreed priorities, actions and tasking, all of which will be recorded 
and can be reported back to the Local Area Partnership. 

Test Purchase of Alcohol 

We continue with our test purchase of alcohol at off sales premises that have been identified by 
members of the public or through other police intelligence sources, that may be selling alcohol to 
persons under 18. Such operations are normally held once a month. 
In the operations carried out within the Motherwell area, 10 shops were tested with 1 shop failing the 
test purchase. In such a case the matter is reported to both the PF and Licensing Board. 

Test Purchase of Knives 

As part of Strathclyde Police ongoing initiative against violence, Strathclyde Police in partnership 
with Trading standards, visited over 30 premises involved in the sale of knives. Officers from 
Trading standards and the police provided advice and posters regarding the sale of knives to those 
under age. In the coming weeks, officers from both agencies will follow this up with a test purchase 
operation at the premises visited. 

PROJECTS 

Surf Safe 



Surf Safe is an interactive presentation on internet safety for parents. Officers from Strathclyde 
Police Community safety Department have delivered a number of presentations to adults with an 
amended version delivered to schoolchildren by our School presentation officers. 

Well Safe 

An initiative run in conjunction with NLC and Cala properties aimed at reducing shoplifting, violent 
crime and disorder in the town centre area of Motherwell. Crime prevention surveys have been 
carried out at several shops within the town centre as well as a number of staff awareness talks. 

Bogus Caller Task Force 

A multi - agency partnership aimed at dealing with issues relating to door step crime and bogus 
callers. Its members consist of Trading Standards, Voice of Experience Forum, Age Concern, ‘NLC’ 
Social Work and Strathclyde Police. 
This is an ongoing project that is chaired by Strathclyde Police and is a sub group of the Home 
safety Working Group. 
Power point presentations have been prepared by Strathclyde Police and Trading Standards in 
relation to bogus callers and Consumer’s Legal Rights and was delivered in May this year. 

Awareness Projects 

Garden Sheds - Press release and leaflets distributed. 

Motorcycle Crime - Press release, security leaflets distributed. 



Strathclyde Police - Ongoing Initiatives and Projects 

Public Reassurance 

In June 2008, in preparation for the commencement of the new Communities Policing Units, 
community police officers from Motherwell have been engaging with members of the public who 
reside in areas identified as having various issues in its community. 

Residents from 50 different households, were interviewed (Signal Interviews) to obtain their views 
as to what they think about the area they live in, the issues that they are concerned about and how, 
in their view, matters could be improved. 

It will come as no surprise that youth disorder was prominent in most responses and that the area 
would benefit with more high visibility policing in the area. 
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After a 4 week period, 27 residents (volunteers from first set of interviews) will be re-interviewed to 
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The exercise proved useful with several learning outcomes gained. Due to resourcing levels it is not 
possible to replicate this in all 3 wards but this will be the way forward for the new communities 
policing teams when they are up to full strength. 

As previously mentioned, youth disorder was high on the agenda and this may well be due to the 
interviews being conducted by police officers with residents focusing on policing matters. The issues 
of youth disorder and any other type of complaint will provide an opportunity for all partner agencies 
to become involved in the problem solving process. These interviews also present the opportunity 
for residents to highlight many other aspects of living in the area that as a partnership we can strive 
to improve. 

The signal interviews will be an ongoing process the results of which can then be discussed by a 
small problem solving group with agreed priorities, actions and tasking, all of which will be recorded 
and can be reported back to the Local Area Partnership. 

Test Purchase of Alcohol 

We continue with our test purchase of alcohol at off sales premises that have been identified by 
members of the public or through other police intelligence sources, that may be selling alcohol to 
persons under 18. Such operations are normally held once a month. 
In the operations carried out within the Motherwell area, 10 shops were tested with 1 shop failing the 
test purchase. In such a case the matter is reported to both the PF and Licensing Board. 

Test Purchase of Knives 

As part of Strathclyde Police ongoing initiative against violence, Strathclyde Police in partnership 
with Trading standards, visited over 30 premises involved in the sale of knives. Officers from 
Trading standards and the police provided advice and posters regarding the sale of knives to those 
under age. In the coming weeks, officers from both agencies will follow this up with a test purchase 
operation at the premises visited. 



PROJECTS 

Surf Safe 

Surf Safe is an interactive presentation on internet safety for parents. Officers from Strathclyde 
Police Community safety Department have delivered a number of presentations to adults with an 
amended version delivered to schoolchildren by our School presentation officers. 

An initiative run in conjunction with NLC and Cala properties aimed at reducing shoplifting, violent 
crime and disorder in the town centre area of Motherwell. Crime prevention surveys have been 
carried out at several shops within the town centre as well as a number of staff awareness talks. 

Bonus Caller Task Force 

A multi - agency partnership aimed at dealing with issues relating to door step crime and bogus 
callers. Its members consist of Trading Standards, Voice of Experience Forum, Age Concern, ‘NLC’ 
Social Work and Strathclyde Police. 
This is an ongoing project that is chaired by Strathclyde Police and is a sub group of the Home 
safety Working Group. 
Power point presentations have been prepared by Strathclyde Police and Trading Standards in 
relation to bogus callers and Consumer’s Legal Rights and was delivered in May this year. 

Awareness Proiects 

Garden Sheds - Press release and leaflets distributed. 

Motorcycle Crime - Press release, security leaflets distributed. 

Issues Relatincr to All Wards 

Contest Strategy 
Strathclyde Police continues to work with key partner agencies, overnment departments, 
emergency services, voluntary organisations and businesses to ackle issues relating to Terrorism, 
and Extremism. This is known as the Contest Strategy, and has four main strands of activity. 

Prevention: Prevention by means of tackling route causes of terrorism. Supporting Moderate Islam 
and reforms to diminish support for terrorists and reach those individuals who may feel alienated or 
persecuted. 

Pursue: Those who commit acts of terrorism, and those who support them. Improving 
understanding of terrorist networks, tracking and disruption, and bringing them to justice. 

Protect: Public protection and the protection of UK interests remain important. By making better use 
of protective security, efforts can be enhanced to reduce the opportunities for targets. 

Prepare: Sound preparation for the consequences of a potential terrorist attack, with a multi agency 
approach to deal with future attacks. 

Divisional Control Stratenv 

NE Sub-Division continues to deliver the Divisional Control Strategy, with Disorder, Drugs and 
Violence, being high priorities along with Child Protection, Terrorism and SeriousIOrganised Crime. 



We continue to seek involvement from partners and the local community to positively impact on 
community concerns. (See appendix 2). 

Divisional Crime Reduction Strategy 

Policing North Lanarkshire presents a real challenge to the division and our partner agencies. We 
have finite resources yet demand for policing services continues to rise. In response to these 
demands we implemented a significant change programme that has seen us strive towards greater 
efficiency, increase our effectiveness and demonstrate ‘best value’ in all of our business areas. 

The development of Problem Solving Coordination Units (PSCU’s), the introduction of the Variable 
Shift Agreement (VSA) and current review of Divisional Headquarters functions have been 
implemented to fully support frontline service delivery. However, one area that still requires review is 
crime reduction. 

Crime reduction is a key component to our overall operational capability and will be more 
coordinated to compliment and support our intelligence and enforcement priorities. Crime reduction 
is a core business area and will be included in the fortnightly Tactical Assessment and be subject to 
the rigours of the Tasking and Coordination Group (T&CG) process and performance measures. 

This Crime Reduction Strategy (CRS) will follow the policing priorities identified in the Divisional 
Control Strategy and will therefore be the subject of an annual review. 

Police- Divisional Patrol Policv 

This Patrol Policy brings together various strands which support delivery of operational policing, 
through the risk assessed patrol plan. 

A patrol plan is an operational tool used by the Force to determine the number of resources required 
for each core group shift period. The principle of patrol planning is to determine the number and 
distribution of police resources required to meet policing objectives. This is achieved through the 
use of historical data in relation to customer demand and through the analysis of projected impact 
factors affecting policing. Patrol plans provide a risk assessment of policing requirements. 

For the purposes of patrol planning, the average work of a patrol officer, over a one-hour period, is 
divided into three areas. Once analysis takes place of the amount of time an officer spends carrying 
out each of these functions, the combination of this performance factor and the demand profile will 
determine the number of resources that should be deployed. 

Reactive - 
Proactive - 
Administrative General administration, training, court, enquiries etc 

Answering calls requesting the service of the police. 
Directed patrol in line with tasking and co-ordinating. 

Officers on patrol in ‘N’ division will treat people as they themselves would expect to be 
treated. 

Police-Active Citizenship 

We will continue to deliver the Citizenship and the Law Programme in local schools, which aims to 
develop young people as active citizens and encourage them to take pride in their communities. 
Other inputs to schools were aimed at discussing, with a view to reducing, disorder and violence. 

NE Sub-Division has a Schools Presentation Officer in position who will provide inputs to all schools 
in the area. 

Antisocial Behaviour 



Joint working involving the Police, housing providers and NLC Anti-social Task Force has continued 
in an effort to tackle recurring antisocial behaviour problems. This includes sharing of information, 
joint visits to problem tenancies and instigating effective enforcement techniques. There are still 
areas where better information-sharing could occur and these will be explored through the creation 
of appropriate protocols. 

Careers Scotland Employment Initiative 

Strathclyde Police in partnership with Careers Scotland are offering young offenders the chance to 
enter a programme of training for worWfurther education/employment in an effort to deter repeat 
offending. The findings of this programme have been encouraging and a new referral card to initiate 
the process, has been delivered by the Careers Scotland team. The Sub Division has now referred 
19 individuals since adopting the scheme. 

Police, Antisocial Task Force - Careers Scotland Initiative - NE Sub Division 

This project involves a partnership between North Lanarkshire Council, Careers Scotland and 
Strathclyde Police. The objectives of this project are to: 

0 Reduce antisocial behaviour/offending behaviour. 
0 Reduce crime and fear of crime. 
0 Afford youth offenders a “life change” opportunity. 
0 Improve quality of life within local communities. 
0 Break the “too much time-turn to crime” cycle. 
0 Promote the benefits of employment, education and training. 

The project allows staff to refer youths that fall within the target group and who have given their 
permission, to Careers Scotland, in an attempt to offer a positive direction and diversion from 
persistent offending. 

Agreed protocols and procedures have been established between North Lanarkshire Council, 
Careers Scotland and Strathclyde Police along with a referral form and a small credit card to have 
signed when out and about. 

Young people gathering, whether or not for the purpose of disorder, is a priority issue facing the 
Sub-Division. Some may gather without any offensive intentions but this creates a perception of 
disorder which results in repeated calls to the police by concerned members of the public. Others 
meet with the intention to commit disorder and these are the offenders that the police are currently 
targeting through action plans and specific patrols. 

Although there are areas where disorder occurs regularly, there is potential for it to occur in all 
areas. Incidents can be sporadic and outwith expected patterns. Clearly, there are areas where 
disorder can be anticipated and steps, such as the Sub Divisional Action Plans, direct resources to 
areas of projected need. 

Attention is given to the areas where young people congregate and concerns are highlighted to NLC 
if a contributory factor is the physical make up of the location such as overgrown shrubbery, poor 
lighting or shelter. 

Sub-Divisional Action Plan 
Every weekend or when needed, an action plan is instigated that seeks to address areas of disorder 
throughout the sub-division. Officers on patrol are specifically deployed based on local intelligence 
and recent incidents. 

Any people who are considered to be involved in disorder, whether it be drinking in the street or 
breaching the peace will be charged accordingly. If on arrival of the police there is no obvious 



disorder then they may be searched if appropriate, moved on or other action taken. However, 
without public support in terms of providing statements there is often not enough evidence to 
charge . 

The action plans are backed up by intelligence-led products, aimed at identifying and targeting 
specific offenders whether it is in relation to disorder, controlled drugs or other areas of criminality. 

These plans are based on a tactical assessment, allied to local intelligence and are reviewed 
fortnightly in conjunction with the Divisional Tasking and Co-ordination process. 

Enforcement 

Methods of enforcement were robust, with prevention and detection of violent crime being given 
priority. In addition, good use was made of the recently introduced fixed penalty notice scheme. 

Mutual Aid 

Force resources were also utilised, and NE Sub Division made full use of available assistance via 
the submission of informative and structured bids to Divisional Tasking and Coordinating. Examples 
of this included the assistance of the Dog Branch & Road Policing departments in addressing 
specific issues in the area. 

Again, visits to licensed premises featured strongly during this. Electronic and hard copy briefings 
were provided to those conducting mutual aid to ensure continuity and good working relationships. 

Similarly, the Sub Division benefited from the valuable resource of Special Constables during the 
period, who were individually tasked via the local Safer North Lanarkshire action plans to areas of 
local concern. 

Test Purchase Scheme 

This has been targeted using intelligence led policing, with the aim being to prevent the sale of 
alcohol to children and young persons, and to detect offences committed within off sales premises. 
Closely managed reference to the Force SOP in relation to Test Purchase of alcohol was 
undertaken, including briefing, deployment and debriefing of test purchasers and officers. 

This careful reference to intelligence and preparation of operations has resulted in two off sales 
premises within NE Sub Division, being identified as committing offences under the Licensing 
Scotland Act 1976. 

Further intelligence gathering continues, with the Sub Divisional EBR being a key tool in the 
information and tasking of officers regarding licensing offences, all of which contribute to the holistic 
approach to tackling alcohol related violence and youth disorder in NE Sub Division. 

Parental Alert Scheme 

This initiative continues across the Division, and provides intervention at an early stage to highlight 
to parents that their children may be congregating in known areas of disorder/ complaints via 
members of the public, and to address non criminal anti social behaviour before it becomes 
offending behaviour. 

Police- ‘Safer Scotland’ Anti Violence Stratenv 

Violence is something which impacts on policing every day of our working lives. Each and every 
officer has a role to play in reducing this impact, and making Scotland a safer place for all of us. 



The Association of Chief Police Officers (Scotland), together with the Scottish Government, are 
about to embark on a year-long anti-violence campaign under the Safer Scotland banner. This 
Scotland-wide campaign will be co-ordinated by the Violence Reduction Unit (VRU) at national level 
and by individual forces at local level. 

Although the campaign has three strands - knives, alcohol and group/gang-related violence, each 
force will have the freedom to tailor these to the needs of their individual area. This is to ensure 
each force gets the maximum benefit from the campaign within the overall aim of reducing violence 
across Scotland. 

The focus for this year’s campaign will be engaging with communities in order to tackle violence. 
This will be driven by linking up with Community Safety Partnerships to deliver initiatives based 
around Group / Gang Violence (Working with Collective Violence Campaign, 3 - 28th March 2008) 

This communities-based focus, links in with our belief that violence is everybody’s problem. From 
the outset, the Violence Reduction Unit have stressed that the police alone cannot change 
Scotland’s deep-rooted culture of violence. Only by working with others - be they in the health 
service, education departments or communities themselves - can we begin to make significant 
inroads. 

Communities are key to this. Too many people in too many communities accept violence as part of 
everyday life -they have become immune to it. We want these communities to lower their tolerance 
to violence, to refuse to accept it as part of everyday life, and to work with us to make Scotland a 
better, safer place to be. 
Each and every officer has a role to play in achieving this aim, be it through stop and searches, 
alcohol initiatives or simply through talking to ordinary people in ordinary places on a daily basis. 
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Statistical Report of Complaints between Apr - Oct 2008 
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Support Statistics April - October 2008 

ASTF 
Area Housing 

Elected Members 
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Mediation Statistics Aug - Oct 2008 
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